In this paper, we propose a transformed naïve ratio and product based estimators using the characterizing scalar in presence of auxiliary information of the study variable for estimating the population mode following simple random sampling without replacement. The bias, mean square errors, relative efficiency, ratios of the exact values of mean square errors to the simulated mean square errors and confidence interval are studied for the performance of the proposed transformed naïve ratio type estimator with the certain natural population as well as artificially generated data sets. We have shown that proposed transformed naïve ratio based estimator is more efficient than the naïve estimator and naïve ratio estimator of the population mode.
Introduction
Survey statisticians generally wish to estimate population total, mean, median, quantile etc. for the study variable using auxiliary information. Auxiliary information helps to improve the efficiencies of estimators. Cochran (1940) was the first researcher who used auxiliary information to estimate the population total/mean while Kuk and Mak (1989) were the first researchers who used such auxiliary information to estimate the median of the study variable.
However, there are many real life situations such as, manufacturing of shoes, manufacturing of ready-made garments and business forecasting etc., where to estimate population mode instead of population mean/total or median of the study variable, is more appropriate. There are extensive literatures on estimating the total/mean, median and quantile using auxiliary information. But works on estimating mode are not done enough. Various researchers such as Doodson (1917) , Yasukawa (1926) , Chernoff (1964) , Grenander (1965) , Dalenius (1965) , Venter (1967) , Robertson and Cryer (1974) , Kendall and Stuart (1977) and Marlin (1983) worked on such problems. Sedory and Singh (2014) first suggested a ratio estimator using auxiliary information to estimate the population mode. In this chapter, we suggest transformed naive ratioand product-type estimators using characterizing scalars to estimate the population mode of the study variable. The impact of suggested research work is expected to be useful for the scientists in the field of Sociology, Psychology, Demography or Actuarial Sciences, Business, Economics, Medicine etc., where the mode is routinely being used in practice. We proposed a transformed naïve ratio and product type estimators using some characterizing scalar for estimating population mode in presence of auxiliary information. The proposed work is motivated by Sedory and Singh (2014) .
Notations
Let be the study variable and be the auxiliary variable, th i unit of population is denoted by and . Assume that, The sample of size drawn from the population of the size using the Simple random sampling without replacement (SRSWOR).
Let us define:
The sample means, sample variances and covariance terms are given as:
The population means, population variances and covariance term given as: The bivariate distribution of variable ( ) approaches a continues distribution when it is assumed that , with marginal densities ( ) and ( ) for the study as well as auxiliary variable and respectively. This assumption holds in particular under super population model framework, treating the values of ( ) in the population as a realization of independent observations from a continuous distribution. It is assumed that ( ) and ( ) are positive.
Under these assumptions, Gross(1980) has shown the sample median ̂ is the consistent and asymptotically normal with mean and asymptotic variance:
Where, Doodson(1917) proposed the empirical relationship of the mean, median and mode if the distribution is moderately asymptotic:
This is also known as Karl Pearson empirical relationship between mean, median and mode.
Let ̃ and ̃ be the population mode value of study variable and auxiliary variable and is given by
Where and is the population median of study and auxiliary variable.
The naïve estimator for the Ỹ and X are the
Where ̂ and ̂ is the sample median of study and auxiliary variable.
Let us define indicator function for the variable and variable
The variance and covariance of naïve estimators ̃ and ̃ may be approximated by
and
For deriving the variance and covariance expressions of sample modes we have used the following main result of Kuk and Mak (1989) , if be the cumulative distribution function of , then the approximation of sample median is given by:
Where is the proportion of values taking a value of . Further note that, we also verified that
Thus, we use the above result for finding covariance between two median matches with the result of Kuk and Mak(1989) .
Let us define:
We are following simple random sampling without replacement (SRSWOR) method of sampling, then we have
The usual naïve ratio estimator due to Sedory and Singh (2014) of the population mode is given by
The expression of mean square errors of the naïve ratio estimator 's is given by
, is the ratio of the population modes of the study variable and the auxiliary variable.
The usual naïve product estimator following Sedory and Singh (2014) of the population mode is given by
The expression of Mean square errors of the naïve product estimator 's is given by
The Proposed Estimators
In this section we proposed a transformed naïve ratio and product based estimators of the population mode ̃ as :
Where and are suitably chosen characterizing scalar. The bias and mean square errors of and to the first order of approximation, are given by:
Using the concept of maxima and minima we find the optimum value of from the equation ( ) and value of from the equation
The minimum mean square errors of the ratio estimator and product estimator for the optimum value of the characterizing scalars and is given by
Efficiency Comparison
In this section, we find the condition for which the proposed transformed naïve ratio based estimator of the population mode will have minimum mean square errors as compared to the naïve estimator and naïve ratio estimator for estimating the population mode.
Comparison with naïve estimator of population mode
Using the expressions ( ) and ( ), The proposed estimator will be more efficient than the naïve estimator ̃ if,
Comparison with naïve ratio estimator of population mode
Using the expressions ( ) and ( ), The proposed estimator will be more efficient than the naïve ratio estimator if, 
Simulation Study
In this section, we do analysis with a real data set and artificially generated data set as a population. The real data set represents the two different measurements of stiffness, 'Shock' as auxiliary variable and 'Vibration' as study variable of each of 30 boards. The first measurement (Shock) involves sending a shock wave down the board and the second measurement (Vibration) is determined while vibrating the board. The data set was originally reported by William Galligan, and it has also been reported in Johnson and Wichern (1992) . We generate the artificial data by assuming the size of independent Gamma variable ( ) and we use the linear relation , where ( ) for generating another variable for the study purpose with the help of software. Given data is ordered pairs of ( ) and fitted a Gamma distribution for each variable. The fitted distribution of the study variable and auxiliary variable is given in Figure 1 for the real and artificially generated data sets. We find the parametric estimates of Gamma distribution for the study variable and the auxiliary variable. We also find various descriptive parameters of the study variable and the auxiliary variable listed in the Table 1 for the real and artificially generated data sets. Figure 2 shows another graphical representation of the population given in the form of scatter diagram and box plots. The correlation coefficient between study variable and auxiliary variable is for the real data set and for the artificially generated data set, which is quite good for our study. We also observe that the value of for real data set and for artificially generated data set. The correlation coefficient between sample modes is, ̃ ̃ for real data set and ̃ ̃ for artificially generated data set.
The relative efficiency of proposed transformed naïve ratio based estimator and naïve ratio estimator to the naïve estimator of population mode is calculated for real data and is given as:
In our case the subsequent sampling scheme is simple random sampling without replacement(SRSWOR) so there is possible number of samples are ( ) which are enormously large for both the data sets.
For studying all the samples is quite tedious job so we conduct Monte-Carlo simulation studies. In the simulation study we simulated samples each of size and then compute simulated mean square errors, simulated absolute relative bias, simulated relative efficiencies and ratios of 'exact expression of mean square errors' to the 'simulated mean square errors' for the optimum value of the characterizing scalar and we also calculate simulated mean square errors and exact mean square errors for the particular range of characterizing scalar .
The simulated mean square errors of the proposed transformed naïve ratio based estimator, naïve ratio estimator and naïve estimator of the population mode given as:
The simulated relative efficiency of the proposed transformed naïve ratio based estimator, naïve ratio estimator and naïve estimator with respect to the naïve estimator of the population mode for both the data set are given as:
We also calculated the simulated absolute relative biases of the estimators ( ̃) for both the data set are given as:
For the investigations of exact mean square errors are how distant from the simulated mean square errors, we computed the following three ratios for generated data set are given as:
and (
We obtained ̃ , and viz. Naïve sample mode estimate, naïve ratio estimate, and proposed transformed naïve ratio based estimate from the sample for . The simulated mean square errors, simulated absolute relative bias, simulated relative efficiencies and ratios of 'exact mean square errors' to the 'simulated mean square errors' for the optimum value of the characterizing scalar for the various values of the sample size ( ) are listed in the Table 2 for artificially generated data set. The Figure 3 is the graphical representation of simulated mean square errors, absolute relative bias and ratios with respect to the various sample size ( ) for the artificially generated data set. The simulated mean square errors, simulated absolute relative bias, simulated relative efficiencies for the optimum value of the characterizing scalar for the various values of the sample size ( ) are listed in the Table 3 for real data set. The exact mean square errors, absolute relative bias, relative efficiencies for the optimum value of the characterizing scalar for the various values of the sample size ( ) are listed in the Table 4 for real data set. The Figure 4 is the graphical representation Table 3 and Table 4 .
We observed that absolute relative bias is very less and close to zero. Maximum absolute relative bias for the artificially generated data set is 0.08% and for the real data set is 2.88%. According to Cochran (1963) relative bias up to 10% is acceptable so in our case it is negligible for the proposed estimator. We observed that ratios of the exact mean square errors to the simulated mean square errors are closed to the one form the Table 2 which indicate that simulated mean square errors is approximately close to exact mean square errors. In the pragmatic way we can use exact mean square errors as simulated mean square errors We computed exact expressions of mean square errors and simulated mean squared errors for some defined range of characterizing scalar for the real and generated data sets, where the sample size for the real data set and is for generated data set. Numerical values are listed in the Table 5 and graphical representation is in; Figure 5 . The relative efficiency of proposed transformed naïve ratio based estimator is more and the mean square errors are minimum in the contrast of other existing estimators. The most important thing we observed that exact relative efficiency are independent of sample size but in the other hand the simulated relative efficiency, absolute relative biases depends upon the sample size. Figure 3 : Simulated mean square errors, simulated relative bias and ratios for the generated data. Figure 5 . The exact and simulated mean square errors for the range of characterizing scalar for real and generated data set.
Confidence interval
The ( ) confidence intervals for the estimators , and ̃ are given by
Where, ( ) ( ) is the value of the -variate at for level of confidence coefficient for the ( ) degrees of freedom. We calculate 95% exact confidence intervals of the estimates and also calculate simulated confidence interval of the estimates for the various values of sample size of the real and artificially generated data sets. The Exact values of confidence interval and estimated values of the estimators are listed in the Table 6 for the real as well as the artificially generated data sets. The Figure 6 shows graphical representation for the real data set and Figure 7 shows graphical representation for artificially generated data set. The simulated confidence intervals, percent coverage of the estimates, simulated estimates and quartiles of the estimators ( ̃) are listed in the Table 7 for the real and generated data sets. The Figure 8 shows graphical representation for real data set and Figure 9 shows graphical representation for artificially generated data set. We also draw the violin plots for percent coverage of the estimates in the corresponding simulated confidence intervals for both the data sets. The Figure 10 shows graphical representation for real data set and Figure 11 shows graphical representation for artificially generated data set. In the pragmatic way when we increase the sample size the confidence interval of the estimates becomes shorter. The proposed transformed naïve ratio based estimator has shorter confidence interval as well as more percent coverage than other existing naïve estimator of population mode and naïve ratio estimator. 
Conclusion
In the present work, we deal with a new transformed naïve ratio and product based estimator using the characterizing scalar in presence of auxiliary information of study variable for estimating the population mode in simple random sampling. The relative efficiency, absolute relative bias, mean square errors, and ratios of the proposed transformed naïve ratio based estimator are obtained and compared for the optimum value of the characterizing scalar to the naïve estimator and naïve ratio estimator of the population mode. We also assessed the performance of the proposed estimator with the certain natural population as well as artificially generated data sets. The percent relative efficiencies of the proposed estimator range between 125.65 to 150.30 for real data set and 574.71 to 733.24 for the generated data set. We observed that a bias and mean square errors of proposed transformed naïve ratio based estimator is minimum in comparison to existing naïve estimator and naïve ratio estimator of the population mode. We also observed that the confidence intervals of the estimates of the proposed transformed naïve ratio based estimator are shorter than existing estimators for various values of sample size. Further, it can also be observed that percentage coverage of simulated confidence intervals of the proposed transformed naïve ratio based estimator is more than existing estimators. So we highly recommend preferring proposed transformed naïve ratio based estimator over existing naïve estimator and naïve ratio estimator for estimating the population mode.
